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Character Type Line Voice notes
Hoondoon Idle "Party a day keeps the anger away, yup-yup..." To herself; hint of seriousness
Hoondoon Idle "Keep it up, keep it happy." To herself; hint of seriousness
Hoondoon Idle (Hums a tune from the radio, giggles) Spaced out
Hoondoon Idle (Bored sigh, noisy exhalation) Like a child waiting for something they don't care about
Hoondoon Idle "Jetty-jet-jet-jetjetjet!" She likes Jet
Hoondoon Idle "Party supplies, hmm...  Hmm-hmm-hmm..." Thinking
Hoondoon Idle "Bop-bop-bopity...  Bopity-bop-bop...  Bopity-bop-bop!" (Laughs) Quiet, getting worked up, making herself laugh
Hoondoon Idle, to player "Still need mmm-mmm supplies!" Eager
Hoondoon Idle, to player "Hey-hey!" Greeting
Hoondoon Idle, to player "Whenever, feel-good!" After admission to basement
Hoondoon Idle, to player "Party-party, come party always!" After admission to basement
Hoondoon Caution "Ooop?!" Caught her attention
Hoondoon Caution "Is that-... Was-...  Pfft!"  (Giggles) Thought of something funny
Hoondoon Caution "Yeah?!  Oh.  No- no one's there?" Thought she heard someone
Hoondoon Caution "Tsk-tsk-tsk...  What's that?" Curious
Hoondoon Caution "Hey, no downers..." Pleading a bit
Hoondoon Caution "Hellooo-oooo..." Calling out, a little annoyed
Hoondoon Combat "No, no, no!" Frustrated
Hoondoon Combat "Don't fuck this up!" Angry
Hoondoon Combat "Dammit, downer!" Frustrated
Hoondoon Combat "Ricky won't like this!" Only if Ricky is alive
Hoondoon Combat "Ricky's gonna gut you!" Only if Ricky is alive
Hoondoon Victory "No more party for you!" Mocking
Hoondoon Victory "Fuck, I hope we can mellow out..." Serious
Hoondoon Victory "Ugh, alright.  Gotta party...  party party!" Fatigued, talking herself back into being peppy
Bouncer Idle (Softly clears throat/coughs) "Pardon me" Quiet, trying to be unintrusive
Bouncer Idle (Rhythmic mouth clicks) Bored
Bouncer Idle (Softly sigh-whistling) Bored
Bouncer Idle "They gonna be back, or what?" Quiet, to himself
Bouncer Idle (Sighs)  "Fuck." Quiet, to himself, thinking about something and not sure about it
Bouncer Idle (Sighs)  "...  Eh, whatever, Ricky's mellow." Quiet, to himself.  Only if Ricky is alive.
Bouncer Caution (Clears throat) Authoritatively, getting your attention
Bouncer Caution "Excuse me." Authoritatively, getting your attention
Bouncer Caution "Hey - no fucking around." Command, but unsure to whom
Bouncer Caution "Alright..." Jaded, doesn't want to deal with this
Bouncer Caution "Huh..." Not sure but still looking
Bouncer Combat "Oh, hell no!" Stern, almost offended - bouncer authority
Bouncer Combat "You're eighty-sixed!" Bouncer authority
Bouncer Combat "This ain't happy!" Bouncer authority
Bouncer Combat "Ay, cut the crap!" Bouncer authority
Bouncer Combat "You're out!  I ain't asking!" Bouncer authority
Bouncer Combat "Fuckin' A, this was cool." Frustrated - it's not cool anymore
Bouncer Victory "Damn, messing up the place..." Disappointed
Bouncer Victory "Alright, everything's cool." Announcement
Bouncer Victory "It's over, no need to be down." Reassuring the room
Bouncer Victory "We're OK, OK?" Reassuring the room
Ricky Idle "Mm-mm-mmm" Enjoying his food & drink
Ricky Idle "Hooooh...  Mmmh." To himself, the drugs are hitting
Ricky Idle "Damn..." To himself, the drugs are hitting
Ricky Idle "Yep... nice and happy." To himself, satisfied
Ricky Idle (Shivers) "Need more feel-goods." To himself, matter-of-fact
Ricky Idle "Where the feel-goods?" Calling out to them
Ricky Idle "Alright, alright, alright..." Mcconaughey-esque
Ricky Idle, to player "What you got?" Looking for drugs
Ricky Idle, to player "You holding?" Looking for drugs
Ricky Idle, to player "Ayyy, party!  Aaooow!" Keeping the party going
Ricky Idle, to player "Hey, yeah!" Happy to see you
Ricky Player takes drugs/alc. "There you go!" Encouraging
Ricky Player takes drugs/alc. "Let's go, let's go, aaaow!" Encouraging
Ricky Player takes drugs/alc. "Yeah, buddy!" Happy

Ricky Player takes drugs/alc. "Now you're talkin', alright!" Happy

Ricky Player takes drugs/alc. "Ay, let me buy some of that." Prodding suggestion
Ricky Player takes drugs/alc. "How much more of that you got?" Lightly prodding
Ricky Caution "The fuck?" Annoyed
Ricky Caution "What the-" Was distracted
Ricky Caution (Shivers) "Shit, what?" Shaken out of his high
Ricky Caution "Mmmhuh?" Was distracted
Ricky Caution "Hey - I'm happy." You don't want to disturb this
Ricky Caution (Increasingly heavy breathing) Slowly getting worked up
Ricky Combat (Angry, gritting grunts) Animal unleashed
Ricky Combat (Heavy, raspy breathing to angry groans) Barbaric rage
Ricky Victory (Decreasing heavy breathing) Calming down, just barely
Ricky Victory (Angry muttering, grunts) Calming down, just barely


